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Arrangement: The collection is divided into twelve series:

Series 2: Local Anti-Apartheid Organizations, 1977-1995
Series 5: International Anti-Apartheid Organizations, 1982-1995
Series 7: Conferences, 1983-1993
Series 8: Reports, 1978-1994
Series 9: Writings and Notes, 1985-2000
Series 11: Artifacts, 1980s-1990s

Materials in Secondary Sources arranged alphabetically by subject. Local, national, and international organizations, as well as events are arranged alphabetically by title. When possible, records were arranged chronologically within folders, with administrative records coming first, followed by correspondence, promotional materials, notes, and any news articles or newsletters. Conferences and reports are arranged alphabetically by title. Writings and Notes are arranged alphabetically by last name. Photos and artifacts are arranged alphabetically by subject. Audiovisual materials are arranged alphabetically by creator/title. Publications are arranged chronologically by title. Digital copies of posters, oral histories, and information boards are available online for research use.

Date Acquired: 03/15/2006.

Subject Index: anti-apartheid activists; Apartheid; Apartheid -- Africa, Southern; Apartheid -- South Africa -- History

Genres/Forms of Material: administrative records; Artifacts; Brochures; buttons (information artifacts); Correspondence; journals (periodicals); Magazines (periodicals); Newsletters; Newspaper Clippings;
Scope and Contents of the Materials

Apartheid, the system of government-sponsored racism in South Africa, ended in 1990 with the prohibition against the African National Congress lifted and the release of all political prisoners. In 1994, South Africa held the first democratic elections, voting in Nelson Mandela as President of South Africa and putting his party, the African National Congress, in control. The anti-apartheid struggle was not limited to South Africa; it also included Angola, Namibia, and Mozambique, and the victory of Nelson Mandela paved the way for future stabilization across Southern Africa.

The end of the apartheid system was brought about, in part, by groups of people working locally around the globe who fought apartheid by endorsing economic sanctions and company boycotts. This collection, broadly defined as the Chicago Anti-Apartheid Movement Collection, is made up of several local groups records. Chicago held an active role in the anti-apartheid movement, passing sanctions against companies that supported the apartheid government in South Africa, urging the divestment of holdings from South Africa and South African banks, and encouraging other local governments and large cities to do the same. In 1990, Chicago became a Sister Community to Alexandra Township, the largest township of Johannesburg.

The Chicago Anti-Apartheid Movement Collection represents the work of such local Chicago-area groups. Each organization cosponsored other organizations’ events, speakers, committees, and protests. Examples of local organizational collaboration include Clergy and Laity Concerned, who fought for divestment sanctions against South Africa and organized boycotts against the Kugerrand and Shell Oil, and Synapses, Inc., a non-profit social justice organization that worked to end racism on a global scale and enact legislation on a local scale, with a focus on Southern Africa and Central America.

The Chicago Anti-Apartheid Movement Collection consists of organizational and administrative records, brochures and fliers, news and journal articles, correspondence, legislation, published reports and findings, publications, posters, audiovisual material, and artifacts including an 11 ft. x 6 ft. banner. The collection also contains material from individual activists in the Writings and Notes series.

The collection strength lies in the files of the grassroots organization that formed to protest an international issue and illustrates how grassroots organizations operated to reach a common goal.

Biographical Note

Lisa Brock
Former Chair, Humanities, History, and Social Sciences

Lisa Brock, Ph.D. is currently the Academic Director of the Arcus Center for Social Justice Leadership at Kalamazoo College, Michigan. She had served as Chair of the Humanities, History, and Social Sciences Department at Columbia College Chicago when she, with others, established the Chicago Anti-Apartheid Movement collection.

She lived in Mozambique as a Fulbright scholar in the 1980s and successfully merged her academic interest with southern African social justice struggles. Her articles on South Africa, Mozambique, African-Americans, Cuba and Blacks in the diaspora have appeared in journals such as Cuban Studies, Contributions in Black Studies, Issue: A Journal of Opinion, Souls, Peace Review, and Temas: Cultura, Ideologia, Sociedad and in book collections such as Africa’s Media Image. Her book, Between Race and Empire: African-Americans and Cubans Before the Cuban Revolution (Temple University Press), was published in 1998 and her writings are regularly a part of the website: AfroCubaweb.
She has served on the planning committees of the African Studies Association, delivered papers at organizational meetings, and serves on the Editorial Collective of the Radical History Review. She lectures and serves as visiting professor at numerous institutions including the University of New Mexico, Clemson, Columbia University, Oberlin College, and others.
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Access Restrictions: Materials available for research

Use Restrictions: Materials are the property of Columbia College Chicago. Intellectual property rights of work belong to the original creators.

Video rights belong to Michael Elliott, creator. Copyright for DVDs retained by Labor Beat, creator. Photos of Nelson Mandela at Plumber's Hall copyright Steve Dahlber.

Physical Access Note: Additional materials from Prexy Nesbitt, Cheryl Johnson-Odim, and Orlando Redekopp have not yet been added to the collection.

Technical Access Note: Videos unavailable pending digital transfer. Posters, oral histories, and poster boards available digitally.

Acquisition Source: Lisa Brock, Anti-Apartheid Organizations

Acquisition Method: Gift

Separated Materials: 3 linear feet of extraneous and duplicate materials discarded. Eleven foot Soweto Day banner in storage. Posters in original tubes; accessible through online digital copies. Oral histories available online: http://digitalcommons.colum.edu/cadc_caam/
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Preferred Citation: Chicago Anti-Apartheid Movement Collection, Columbia College Chicago Archives

Processing Information: Collection processed Fall 2008. Originally 6 bankers boxes of records, (3 cu. ft), 2 large boxes of rolled posters, 2 banker boxes of t-shirts and records, 2 boxes of videos and artifacts, 2 large boxes of periodicals, 1 box mixed posters and records, and approximately 80 loose posters, the documents were weeded and processed into acid free folders and boxes. Audiovisual materials and t-shirts were processed into acid free boxes. Publications were weeded and processed into acid free folders and boxes.

Further additions to the collection have also been acquired with rudimentary processing begun: Prexy Nesbitt material in spring and summer, 2010; Orlando Redekopp and Cheryl Johnson-Odim material in winter, 2012.

Finding Aid Revision History: updated January 2012 and June 2013

College Archives Manuscript Webpage: http://www.colum.edu/archives/collections/manuscripts/chicago-anti-
The African Activist Archive Project seeks to preserve for history the record of activities of U.S. organizations and individuals that supported African struggles for freedom and had a significant collective impact on U.S. policy during the period 1950-1994. One of the significant U.S. political movements in second half of the twentieth century, it included community activists, students, faculty, churches, unions, city and county councils, state governments, and others. This democratization of foreign policy was unprecedented and it is important that the lessons learned be documented for the benefit of ongoing social justice activism.

Other URL: [http://africanactivist.msu.edu/aboutus.php](http://africanactivist.msu.edu/aboutus.php)

### Box and Folder Listing

Additional materials related to collection, including news clippings, newsletters, legislation, journal articles, internet bulletins, and internet action alerts.

**Box 1**

**Folder 1: Alexandra Township, 1990-1996**
News clippings, journal articles, and newsletters discussing Alexandra Township in South Africa.

**Folder 2: Angola, 1993**
News and journal articles relating to the struggle in Angola.

**Folder 3: Anti-Apartheid Act, 1986**
Summary of the United States Anti-Apartheid Act.

**Folder 4: Chris Hani Murder, 1993**
Article from the New York Times detailing the murder of ANC activist Chris Hani.

**Folder 5: City Press Newspaper, 1994**
April 24, 1994 issue of South Africa's City Press Newspaper featuring Nelson Mandela and the ANC's victory in the first fair democratic elections in South Africa.

**Folder 6: Crossroads Magazine, 1995**
Article from Crossroads magazine on the first year of the ANC-led government in South Africa.

**Folder 7: Education in South Africa, 1994-1995**
Article and internet action alert about the state of Education in South Africa.

**Folder 8: Foreign Affairs Article, 1993**
Article from the November/December 1993 issue of Foreign Affairs concerning South Africa's nuclear policy.

**Folder 9: Inkatha Freedom Party, 1993**
News and journal articles about South Africa's Inkatha Freedom Party.

**Folder 10: Landmines, 1994**
Journal and newspaper articles about landmines in South Africa.

**Folder 11: Lifting Sanctions in South Africa, 1990-1993**
News articles, testimony, correspondence, brochures, and action alerts relating to the lifting of trade sanctions against South Africa.

**Folder 12: Mozambique, 1992-1993**
News and journal articles about the struggle in Mozambique.

**Folder 13: New Deliberations, 1986**
Folder 14: News Articles, 1992-1993
News articles relating to the struggle in South Africa and the Anti-Apartheid Movement.

Folder 15: Northwestern University, 1981, 1993
Issue from The Summer Northwestern and article from The Daily Northwestern detailing on-campus actions to support the anti-apartheid movement.

Internet action alerts from the South Africa Bulletin.

Folder 17: South Africa Elections, 1993-1995
Internet bulletins, copies of news articles, journal articles, and newsletters relating to the first fair and free democratic elections in South Africa.

Folder 18: South Africa Election Newspaper Articles, 1993-1995
Newspaper clippings and articles relating to the first fair and free democratic elections in South Africa.

Liturgy, hymns, and prayers from various clerical organizations to honor the struggle in South Africa.

Folder 20: South Africa Political Update, 1993-1994
Email action alerts from the South Africa Partnership Project updating members on the political climate in South Africa leading up to the first fair and free democratic elections.

Folder 21: South Africa Watch, 1993
Email action alerts from South Africa Watch.

Folder 22: South Africa Watch, 1993-1994
Email action alerts from South Africa Watch.

Folder 23: South Scan Newsletter, 1994
24 June 1994 issue of South Scan Newsletter.


Journal articles discussing the social conditions of women living in South Africa.

Series 2: Local Anti-Apartheid Organizations, 1977-1995
Administrative records, brochures, articles, action alerts, and flyers generated from the work of Chicago-area Anti-Apartheid, activist, and social justice groups.

Box 1

Contains correspondence, bylaws, stationary, and reports detailing the founding of CASCP from CSISSA- Chicago Committee in Solidarity with South Africa.

Folder 27: CASCP-Chicago Alexandra Sister Community Project, Board Meetings and Notes, 1990-1994
Board meeting notes, agendas, and minutes of CASCP.

Correspondence and grant proposals for CASCP.

Folder 29: CASCP-Chicago Alexandra Sister Community Project, Correspondence, 1990-1993
Correspondence between CASCP members, other organizations, and local officials.

Folder 30: CASCP-Chicago Alexandra Sister Community Project, Events and Activities, 1990
Materials generated from the events and activities sponsored by CASCP in 1990, including fliers, press releases, and correspondence.

Folder 31: CASCP-Chicago Alexandra Sister Community Project, Events and Activities, 1991
Contains material relating to the events and activities sponsored by CASCP in 1991, including flyers for visiting speakers Mwazanele Mayekiso and Mary Ntingane, press releases, news clippings, and correspondence.

Folder 32: CASCP-Chicago Alexandra Sister Community Project, Events and Activities, 1992
Materials generated from the events and activities sponsored by CASCP in 1992, including fliers,
press releases, letter writing campaigns, and correspondence, as well as information about the South African Consulate protests, and the disappearance of Mary Ntinagne's son.

Folder 33: CASCP-Chicago Alexandra Sister Community Project, Events and Activities, 1993
Materials generated from the events and activities sponsored by CASCP in 1993, including fliers, press releases, news clippings, and correspondence.

Folder 34: CASCP-Chicago Alexandra Sister Community Project, 1994
Materials generated from the events and activities sponsored by CASCP in 1994, including fliers, press releases, news clippings, and correspondence.

Folder 35: CCISSA-Chicago Committee in Solidarity with Southern Africa, Founding and Incorporation, 1987
Bylaws, legal forms, and correspondence created the founding of CCISSA from CIDSA.

Financial reports and budget information generated by CCISSA.

Board meeting notes, agendas, and minutes generated by CCISSA.

Correspondence and grant proposals for CCISSA.

Folder 39: CCISSA-Chicago Committee in Solidarity with Southern Africa, Correspondence, 1987-1994
Correspondence between CCISSA members, other organizations, and local officials.

Box 2
Series 2: Local Anti-Apartheid Organizations, 1977-1995
Administrative records, brochures, articles, action alerts, and fliers generated from the work of Chicago-area Anti-Apartheid, activist, and social justice groups.

Records of CCISSA donors who reached the Amandla Club donation level.

Folder 2: CCISSA-Chicago Committee in Solidarity with Southern Africa, Reports, 1987-1994
Includes divestment, financial, and management reports generated by CCISSA.

Folder 3: CCISSA-Chicago Committee in Solidarity with Southern Africa, Events and Activities, 1987
Materials generated from the events and activities sponsored by CCISSA in 1987, including fliers, press releases, and correspondence.

Folder 4: CCISSA-Chicago Committee in Solidarity with Southern Africa, Events and Activities, 1988
Materials generated from the events and activities sponsored by CCISSA in 1988, including fliers, press releases, and correspondence.

Folder 5: CCISSA-Chicago Committee in Solidarity with Southern Africa, Events and Activities, 1989
Materials generated from the events and activities sponsored by CCISSA in 1989, including fliers, press releases, and correspondence.

Folder 6: CCISSA-Chicago Committee in Solidarity with Southern Africa, Events and Activities, 1990
Materials generated from the events and activities sponsored by CCISSA in 1990, including promotional material for the Nelson Mandela release party at Malcolm X College, as well as fliers, press releases, and correspondence.

Folder 7: CCISSA-Chicago Committee in Solidarity with Southern Africa, Events and Activities, 1991
Materials generated from the events and activities sponsored by CCISSA in 1991, including fliers, press releases, and correspondence.

Folder 8: CCISSA-Chicago Committee in Solidarity with Southern Africa, Events and Activities, 1992
Materials generated from the events and activities sponsored by CCISSA in 1992, including
Folder 9: CCISSA-Chicago Committee in Solidarity with Southern Africa, Events and Activities, 1993

Materials generated from the events and activities sponsored by CCISSA in 1993, including fliers for the conference "Southern Africa in the New World Order," press releases, and correspondence.

Folder 10: CCISSA-Chicago Committee in Solidarity with Southern Africa, Events and Activities, 1994

Materials generated from the events and activities sponsored by CCISSA in 1993, including fliers for the conference "Democracy at Home and Abroad: Real or Imagined," press releases, and correspondence.

Folder 11: CCISSA-Chicago Committee in Solidarity with Southern Africa, Events and Activities, 1995

Materials generated from the events and activities sponsored by CCISSA in 1993, including fliers, press releases, and correspondence.

Folder 12: CCISSA Briefing, Spring, 1988

Spring 1988 issue of the CCISSA newsletter.

Folder 13: CCISSA Briefing, Summer, 1988

Summer 1988 issue of the CCISSA newsletter.

Folder 14: CCISSA Briefing, Spring, 1989

Spring 1989 issue of the CCISSA newsletter.

Folder 15: CCISSA Briefing, Fall, 1989

Fall 1989 issue of the CCISSA newsletter.

Folder 16: CCISSA Briefing, Spring, 1990

Spring 1990 issue of the CCISSA newsletter.

Folder 17: CCISSA Briefing, Fall, 1990

Fall 1990 issue of the CCISSA newsletter.

Folder 18: CCISSA Briefing, Winter, 1990

Winter 1990 issue of the CCISSA newsletter.

Folder 19: CCISSA Briefing, Fall, 1991

Fall 1991 issue of the CCISSA newsletter.

Folder 20: CCISSA/CASCP Newsletter, Spring, 1992

Spring 1992 issue of the CCISSA/CASCP newsletter.

Folder 21: CCISSA/CASCP Newsletter, Fall, 1992

Fall 1992 issue of the CCISSA/CASCP newsletter.

Folder 22: CCISSA/CASCP Newsletter, Winter, 1992

Winter 1992 issue of the CCISSA/CASCP newsletter.

Folder 23: CCISSA/CASCP Newsletter, Spring, 1993

Spring 1993 issue of the CCISSA/CASCP newsletter.

Folder 24: CCISSA/CASCP Newsletter, Summer, 1993

Summer 1993 issue of the CCISSA/CASCP newsletter.

Folder 25: CCISSA/CASCP Newsletter, Fall, 1993

Fall 1993 issue of the CCISSA/CASCP Newsletter.

Folder 26: CCISSA/CASCP Newsletter, Winter, 1993

Winter 1993 issue of the CCISSA/CASCP newsletter.

Folder 27: CCISSA/CASCP Newsletter, Spring/Summer, 1994

Spring/Summer 1994 issue of the CCISSA/CASCP newsletter.

Folder 28: CCISSA/CASCP Newsletter, Winter, 1994

Winter 1994 issue of the CCISSA/CASCP newsletter.

Folder 29: Church World Service, 1989

Correspondence, event fliers, brochures, and newsletters generated by Church World Service.


Steering committee records generated by CIDSA.

Financial reports generated by CIDSA.
Contains correspondence and grant proposals for CIDSA.
Divestment reports generated by CIDSA.
Folder 34: CIDSA-Coalition for Illinois Divestment from South Africa, Events adn Activities, 1983-1987
Correspondence, fliers, and reports for the events and activities sponsored by CIDSA.
Folder 35: CIDSA Updates, 1984-1985
Issues of the CIDSA newsletter.
Literature, correspondence, brochures, fliers, and notes generated by CCFESA.
Administrative records generated by CALC.
Folder 38: CALC-Clergy and Laity Concerned, Correspondence, 1981-1983
Correspondence to members and supporters generated by CALC.
Literature, fliers, correspondence, and press releases to promote CALC events, including divestment work and Krugerrand boycott.
Folder 40: CALC Newsletters, 1983
Contains issues of the CALC Newsletter, Satyagraha, from 1983.
Folder 41: CISPES-Committee in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador, 1990
Contains correspondence from CISPES.
Folder 42: CWED-Community Workshop on Economic Development, 1994
Correspondence and reports generated by CWED.
Folder 43: Dennis Brutus Defense Committee, 1982-1983
Correspondence, notes, writing, flyers, and newsclipping about Dennis Brutus.
Folder 44: 8th Day Center for Justice, 1990
Contains correspondence, event flyers, brochures, and newsletters generated by 8th Day Center for Justice.
Folder 45: Frontline Organizing Collective, 1992
Contains event flyers, brochures, and newsletters generated by Frontline Organizing Collective.
Contains correspondence, event flyers, brochures, action alerts, and newsletters generated by ILNAA.
Contains correspondence, event flyers, brochures, and newsletters generated by the Mozambique Support Network.
Contains correspondence, event flyers, brochures, and newsletters generated by the Mozambique Support Network.
Contains news articles about the National Conference on African Women Chicago Chapter.
Folder 50: Southern Africa Network of the ECLA, 1992-1995
Contains correspondence, event flyers, brochures, and newsletters generated by Southern Africa Network of the ECLA.
Folder 51: Synapses, 1989-1994
Contains correspondence, event flyers, brochures, and newsletters generated by Synapses.
Folder 52: TransAfrica, 1993
Contains event flyers, brochures, and newsletters generated by TransAfrica.

Brochures, articles, action alerts, correspondence, newsletters, and fliers generated from the work of national Anti-Apartheid, activist, and social justice groups.
Correspondence, event fliers, brochures, action alerts, and newsletters generated by The Africa Fund.

Folder 54: Africa News Service, 1992
Africa News Service brochure.

Literature generated by Africa Policy Information Center.

Folder 56: ACOA-American Committee on Africa, 1990-1992
Literature generated by ACOA.

Folder 57: ACAS-Association of Concerned Africa Scholars, 1992
Literature generated ACAS.

Folder 58: Campaign for Peace and Democracy, 1993
Literature generated by the Campaign for Peace and Democracy

Folder 59: Center for International Policy, 1983
Correspondence, brochures, action alerts, and newsletters generated by the Center for International Policy.

Folder 60: CHISA-Committee for Health in Southern Africa, 1984-1989
Correspondence, conference records, event fliers, brochures, action alerts, and newsletters generated by CHISA.

Folder 61: Committee to Stop Israel's Arms Traffic with South Africa, 1992
Literature generated by Committee to Stop Israel's Arms Traffic with South Africa.

Folder 62: Educators Against Apartheid, 1990-1992
Literature generated by Educators Against Apartheid.

Folder 63: ESCA-Episcopal Church People for a Free South Africa, 1985
Literature generated by ESCA.

Folder 64: FDESA-Fund for Democratic Elections in South Africa, 1994
Correspondence, event fliers, brochures, action alerts, and newsletters generated by FDESA. Also includes signed letter from Harry Belafonte, Whoopi Goldberg, and Alfre Woodward.

Correspondence, event fliers, brochures, action alerts, and newsletters generated by FREESA.

Folder 66: Grass Roots International, 1993
Grass Roots International Newsletter.

Folder 67: IAC-Im mobilize Apartheid Coalition, 1990
Correspondence from IAC.

Folder 68: ICCR-Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility, 1991-1993
Correspondence, event fliers, brochures, action alerts, and newsletters generated by ICCR.

Folder 69: International Defense and Aid Fund for South Africa, 1982
International Defense and Aid Fund for South Africa newsletter.

Folder 70: Kairos USA, 1994-1995
Literature generated by Kairos USA.

Folder 71: The Military Research Group, 1994
Literature generated by The Military Group.

Folder 72: National Namibia Concerns, 1992
Newsletters and action alerts generated by National Namibia Concerns.

Folder 73: New York Labor Committee Against Apartheid, 1988-1993
Correspondence, event fliers, brochures, action alerts, and newsletters generated by New York Labor Committee Against Apartheid.

Folder 74: Oversees Development Council, 1994
Literature generated by the Oversees Development Council.

Folder 75: SAMRAF-South African Military Refugee Fund, 1977
Brochure from SAMRAF.


Folder 77: USSASCP-United States-South Africa Sister Community Project, 1989-1994
Correspondence, event fliers, brochures, action alerts, and newsletters generated by USSASCP.

Contains correspondence, event flyers, brochures, action alerts, and newsletters generated by the Washington Office on Africa.

Administrative records, brochures, articles, action alerts, and fliers generated from the work of South African Anti-Apartheid, activist, and social justice groups.

Box 2

Correspondence, event fliers, brochures, action alerts, and newsletters generated by the ACO, Alexandra's labor and activist organization led by Moses Mayekiso.

Correspondence, event flyers, brochures, action alerts, policies, and newsletters generated by the ANC, including the release of Nelson Mandela and his eventual election as President of South Africa in 1994.

Box 3

Folder 1: Alexandra's Women Congress, 1991
Newsletters and articles generated by AWC.

Folder 2: CODESA-Convention for a Democratic South Africa, 1993
Literature generated by CODESA.

Brochures, action alerts, event fliers, and newsletters generated by COSATU.

Folder 4: Mayibuye Center, 1992
Card from the Mayibuye Center in South Africa.

Folder 5: South Africa Communist Party, 1991
Literature generated by the South African Communist Party.

Folder 6: SANCO-South Africa National Civic Organization, 1994
SANCO newsletter Umthunywa/Moronga.

Folder 7: Southern Africa Church News, 1992
Press releases generated by Southern Africa Church News.

Folder 8: Southern African Council of Churches, 1993
Literature generated by the Southern African Council of Churches.

Series 5: International Anti-Apartheid Organizations, 1982-1995
Brochures, articles, action alerts, and fliers generated from the work of international Anti-Apartheid, activist, and social justice groups.

Box 3

Folder 9: Action on Namibia, 1987
Action on Namibia newsletter.

Folder 10: AWEPAA-Association of West European Parliamentarians for Action Against Apartheid, 1993
AWEPAA newsletter.

Folder 11: International Campaign to Ban Landmines, 1995
Brochures from the International Campaign to Ban Landmines.

Folder 12: SARDC-Southern African Research and Documentation Centre, 1992
Literature generated by SARDC.

Folder 13: TCLSAC-Toronto Committee for Links Between Southern Africa and Canada, 1994
TCLSAC article.

Folder 14: United Nations, 1982
Pamphlet addressing apartheid issues.
Folder 15: VESAC-Voter Education in South Africa, 1994
Correspondence, fliers, and literature generated by VESAC.

Fliers, brochures, invitations, correspondence, and promotional materials from local Anti-Apartheid events sponsored by multiple groups.

Box 3

Folder 16: Anti-Defamation League Case, 1993
News clippings and action alerts from the ADL spy case.

Folder 17: Chris Hani Memorial Service, 1993
Brochures, correspondence, and press releases announcing the memorial service for slain ANC leader Chris Hani.

Folder 18: Chris Hani Visit, 1991
Promotional material for ANC leader Chris Hani’s U.S. visit.

Folder 19: Day of the African Child, 1994
Promotional material for UNICEF’s Day of the African Child event.

Folder 20: Denis Goldberg Visit, 1981
Promotional material for Denis Goldberg's Chicago visit.

Folder 21: Events, 1983
Promotional material for Anti-Apartheid events in Chicago.

Folder 22: Events, 1987
Promotional material for Anti-Apartheid events in Chicago.

Folder 23: Events, 1988
Promotional material for Anti-Apartheid events in Chicago.

Folder 24: Events, 1989
Promotional material for Anti-Apartheid events in Chicago.

Folder 25: Events, 1990
Promotional material for Anti-Apartheid events in Chicago.

Folder 26: Events, 1991
Promotional material for Anti-Apartheid events in Chicago.

Folder 27: Events, 1992
Promotional material for Anti-Apartheid events in Chicago.

Folder 28: Events, 1993
Promotional material for Anti-Apartheid events in Chicago.

Folder 29: Events, 1994
Promotional material for Anti-Apartheid events in Chicago.

Folder 30: Events, 1995
Promotional material for Anti-Apartheid events in Chicago.

Folder 31: Father Michael Lapsley Visit, 1991
Promotional materials for Father Michael Lapsley's visit to Chicago.

Folder 32: From Pentecost to Soweto, 1989
Promotional materials for event.

Folder 33: Get Up, Stand Up, 1988
Fliers, programs, posters, and correspondence promotion Get Up, Stand Up dance party sponsored by CISPES and CCISSA.

Folder 34: Jeffrey Radebe Visit, 1993-1994
Promotional materials and correspondence for Jeffrey Radebe's visit.

Folder 35: Martin Luther King, Jr. Day Sing Out Against Apartheid, 1989-1994

Folder 36: Moses Mayekiso Staff, 1993
Promotional materials for Moses Mayekiso's visit.

Folder 37: Ndilmani Cultural Troupe, 1986
Promotional materials for event.
Folder 38: Nelson Mandela at Tiger Stadium, Detroit, 1990
Program and promotional materials for Nelson Mandela's appearance at Tiger Stadium in Detroit.
Folder 39: Nelson Mandela in Chicago, 1993
Promotional materials and news clippings generated from Nelson Mandela's visit to Chicago.
Folder 40: Patrick Lekota Visit, 1993
Promotional materials for Patrick Lekota's visit to Chicago.
Folder 41: Shell Boycott, 1985-1991
Promotional materials, literature, news clippings, and action alerts generated from Shell Oil boycott.
Articles about the Chicago South African Protests.
Folder 43: Soweto Day Observance, 1987
Promotional materials for the Soweto Day Observance.
Folder 44: Soweto Day Observance, 1988
Promotional materials for Soweto Day Observance.
Folder 45: Soweto Day Walkathon, 1989
Promotional materials, maps, correspondence, and financial reports for Soweto Day Walkathon.
Folder 46: Soweto Day Walkathon, 1990
Promotional materials, maps, correspondence, and financial reports for Soweto Day Walkathon.
Folder 47: Soweto Day Walkathon, 1991
Promotional materials, maps, correspondence, and financial reports for Soweto Day Walkathon.
Folder 48: Soweto Day Walkathon, 1992
Promotional materials, maps, correspondence, and financial reports for Soweto Day Walkathon.
Folder 49: Soweto Day Walkathon, 1993
Promotional materials, maps, correspondence, and financial reports for Soweto Day Walkathon.
Folder 50: Soweto Day Walkathon, 1994
Promotional materials, maps, correspondence, and financial reports for Soweto Day Walkathon.
Folder 51: Sr. Bernard Ncube Visit, 1990
Promotional materials, correspondence, press releases, and notes for Sister Bernard Ncube's visit to Chicago.
Folder 52: Thabo Moutloung Internship Visit, 1994-1995
Correspondence, promotional materials, and reports for Thabo Moutloung's internship and visit to Chicago.

Series 7: Conferences, 1983-1993
Local and national conferences addressing issues in Southern Africa.

Box 3

Folder 53: ANC Conference on Namibia, 1983
Summary report of conference.
Folder 54: Back to the Land, 1993
Summary report from conference.
Pamphlet for conference.
Folder 56: 15th Anniversary Third World Conference, 1989
Conference literature.
Folder 57: Grassroots Action on Southern Africa, 1992-1993
Conference packets.
Folder 58: Grassroots Action on Southern Africa, 1992-1993
Conference packet.
Folder 59: National Conference in Support of the ANC, 1992
Conference packets and summary reports.
Folder 60: National Conference in Support of the ANC, 1992
Conference packet and summary reports.
Folder 61: National Conference on Namibia and the US, 1987
Conference reports and schedule.
Folder 62: Senator Paul Simon's Conference on Africa, 1993
Conference program, reports and correspondence.
Folder 63: Southern Africa Educational Campaign, 1994
Conference literature.
Folder 64: Stabilizing Democracy in South Africa, 1994
Conference pamphlet.
Folder 65: Struggling with the Struggle, 1994
Conference program and schedule.
Folder 66: United States South Africa Technical Exchange Mission, 1992
Conference summary report.

Series 8: Reports, 1978-1994
Reports generated by organizations interested in Southern Africa.

Box 3

Folder 67: Africa: US Foreign Assistance issues, 1993
Report from CRS Issue Brief
Folder 68: Anti-Apartheid Organizing on Campus and Beyond, 1978
South Africa Catalyst Project Report
Folder 69: Community-Economic Development and Social Movements: Reflections on the Chicago Experience, 1994
Report by Chris Brenner
Folder 70: Impact on Health in Mozambique of South African Destabilization, 1987
Ministry of Health, Mozambique Report
Africa Policy Information Center Report
Folder 72: Mozambique Health Assessment Mission, 1988
Final Report of Mozambique Health Assessment Mission
Folder 73: A National Plan for South Africa, 1994
ANC, WHO, and UNICEF report
Folder 74: The Opinion Polls: How Do the Parties Fare?, 1991
University of Natal report
Folder 75: Progress Reports on Health and Development in Southern Africa, 1993
Progress reports
RANDFORUM report
Amnesty International report
Folder 78: South Africa: Torture, Ill-Treatment, and Executions In African National COngress Camps, 1992
Amnesty International Report
Africa Fund report
Reports generated by the United Nations
Folder 81: US Foreign Policy-An African Agenda, 1994
Africa Policy Information Center Reprt
Folder 82: Women's Health and Apartheid, 19988
Columbia University report

Series 9: Writings and Notes, 1985-2000
Personal writings and notes of Chicago and South African Anti-Apartheid activists. NOTE: Prexy Nesbitt, Cheryl Johnson-Odim, and Orlando Redekopp materials will be added soon.
Box 4

Folder 1: Brock, Lisa, 1994-2000
Folder 2: Clunie, Basil, 1985-1997
- Articles, personal biography, and conference program.
- Correspondence and certificate of appreciation.
Folder 4: Gerig, Joan, 1990-1992
- Articles and editorial.
Folder 5: January, Lisa, 1991-1993
- Resume, notes, and correspondence.
Folder 6: Lapsley, Fr. Michael, 1995
- Article.
Folder 7: Mandela, Nelson, 1993
- Article and personal letter of appeal.
Folder 8: Mayekiso, Modes, 1989-1993
- Correspondence, notes, fliers, and articles.
- Notes, correspondence, and articles.
Folder 10: Rubin, Rachel, 1992-1993
- Correspondence and notes.
Folder 11: Tambo, Oliver, 1987
- Address given by then ANC President Oliver Tambo.
Folder 12: Thompson, Carol, 1989
- Articles.
- Resolutions and proclamations by the city of Chicago.

Photographs of Chicago Anti-Apartheid events and activities.

Sub-Series 1: Photographs, 1980s-1990s

Folder 14: Alexandra Township, 1994
- Alexandra Township
- Photographs of CCISSA events and members.
Folder 16: Khayakazi Nobaprofethi Jama, 1992
- Photo of Khayakazi Nobaprofethi Jama.
Folder 17: Nelson Mandela at Plumber's Hall, Chicago, 1993
- Photographs by Steve Dalber of Nelson Mandela's visit to Plumber's Hall, July 7, 1993.
Folder 18: Nelson Mandela at Tiger Stadium, Detroit, 1990
- Photographs from Nelson Mandela's visit to Detroit in 1990.
Folder 19: Martin Luther King, Jr. Sing Out Against Apartheid, 1989
- Photographs from the 1989 Martin Luther King, Jr. Sing Out Against Apartheid event.
Folder 20: Mzwanele Mayekiso and Mary Ntingane Visit, 1991
- Photographs from the Mzwanele Mayekiso and Mary Ntingane visit.
Folder 21: Shanty Town at Northwestern University, 1985
- Photographs of the mock shanty town set up at Northwestern University to highlight living conditions in South Africa.
Folder 22: South African Consulate Protests, 1980's
- Photographs of the South African Consulate protests of the 1980's.
- Photographs from the protest of the South African Rugby Team Springboks.
Folder 24: Sr. Bernard Ncube Visit, 1990
Photographs from Sr. Bernard Ncube's visit.
Folder 25: Oliver Tambo, 1987
Photograph of Oliver Tambo giving his address in 1987.

Sub-Series 2: DVDs, Labor Beat, 1989-1993

Item 1: Illinois Labor Network Against Apartheid, 1989
Speakers and interviews: Cathy Devine (ILNAA); John Copelyn, Gen. Sec., Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers (ACTWU) of South Africa; Amon Ntuti, Pres., ACTWU of South Africa. About 30 min.

Item 2: Apartheid and Labor in South Africa, 1989

Item 3: Labor Welcomes Mandela, 1990
This program documents Nelson Mandela's arrival to AFL-CIO HQ in Wash., DC-then highlights his speech to unions. Also, discussion with Ron Bowden about the anti-apartheid movement. Ron Bowden, Staff Rep, AFSCME 2000; Nelson Mandela; Chris Dlami, Vice President, COASTU; Lane Kirkland, Pres. AFL-CIO; Wayne Heimbach, Labor Beat; Lindiwe Mabuza. ANC Rep. to the U.S.; Helen Shiller, Alderperson, 46th Ward. About 30 min.

Item 4: Moses Mayekiso Reports, 1993
On April 2, 1993 Moses Majekiso, Secretary General of the National Union of Metal Workers of South Africa (NUMSA), spoke at a meeting of the Chicago Area Civil Rights Council of UAW Region 4 in Des Plaines, IL. Richard Ziebell, President of CACRC, hosted the meeting. Also appearing is John Cirstensen, UAW International Affairs Rep. At the meeting, Harold Rogers, National Executive Board of Coalition of Black Trade Unionists, discusses COSATU. Videotaped by Mike Elliott, member UAW 551. About 30 min.

Item 5: Nelson Mandela at Plumbers Hall Chicago, 1993
Mandela's address to the Chicago labor movement. Sponsored by the Chicago Federation of Labor. Video coverage organized by Illinois Network Against Apartheid. About 30 min.

Item 6: Nkosi Molala of AZAPO, 1993
Nkosi Molala of the AZAPO (Azanian Peoples Organization) and NACTU (National Council of Trade Unions) discusses how South African politics affect the workers. About 30 min.

Sub-Series 3: Video Tapes, 1980s-1990s
Donation of material from videographer Mike Elliot are unavailable for research pending digital transfer.

Series 11: Artifacts, 1980s-1990s
Artifacts and ephemera.

Box 4

Folder 26: ANC Artifacts, 1990s
Artifacts from the African National Congress.

Folder 27: Political Buttons, 1980s
Political buttons from SWAPO and Stand for Truth.

Folder 28: South African Artifacts, 1980s
South African Artifacts.

Box 5: Posters, 1980s-1990s
Posters collected by Anti-Apartheid activists, including ANC posters, Mozambique Film Festival posters, maps, and political posters. Digital images available for research.

Box 6: T Shirts, 1980s-1990s
T shirts collected by Anti-Apartheid activists. Digital images available for research.
South African and Anti-Apartheid publications.

Sub-Series 1: Serial Publications

Item 1: African Communist, 1965 - 1995
Item 3: Africa Report, 1994
Item 4: Africa Today, 1992
Item 5: Agenda, 1993
Item 7: ANC Weekly Newsbriefing, 1982 - 1989
Item 8: ASA News, 1998 - 2002
Item 9: Facts and Reports, 1985 - 1989
Item 10: Historia, 1984 - 1985
Item 11: International Affairs, 1980 - 1990
Item 13: Lev Historia, 1985
Item 14: Namibia Today, 1980 - 1981
Item 15: Political Affairs, 1979 - 1986
Item 17: Souls, 1995 - 2005
Item 18: Southern Africa Report, 1994
Item 19: Tempo, 1990
Item 20: World Marxist Review, 1989

Sub-Series 2: Books
Please contact the College Archives for a complete listing

Sub-Series 3: Educational Boards, 1980s-1990s
Tri-fold boards used at Chicagoland rallies and events to educated crowds about the anti-apartheid movement.

Item 1: Chicago Alexandria Sister Community Project, 1990
In 1990, Chicago became a Sister Community to Alexandra Township, the largest township of Johannesburg and this board was created to educate people.

Item 2: CIDSA/CCISSA 10 Years of Solidarity, 1980s-1990s
CCISSA-Chicago Committee in Solidarity with Southern Africa and CIDSA-Coalition for Illinois Divestment from South Africa informational board

Item 3: "Free at Last", 1990
A board created when Nelson Mandela was freed from jail as a political prisoner in 1990.